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Abstract

Temperature Programmed Desorption from LiA102 Treated with H2

Albert K. FISCHER

Argonne National Laboratory_ Chemical Technology Division_ Argonne, IL 60439, USA

Temperature programmed desorption (TPD) measurements have been made of H20 and

H2 desorption from LiAIO2 treated at 923 K with He-H2 mixtures containing 990,495, and

247 vppm H2. Desorptions were into sweep gases of pure He and into He--H2 mixtures. The

H20 and H2 desorption peaks were shown to be the sums of first order subpeaks which had

reproducible desorption activation energy and pre-exponential terms. For H20 desorption,

the activation energies were 96, 117, and 134 kJ/mol (23, 28, and 32 kcal/mol). (Earlier

work had identified an additional peak with, an activation energy of 75 kJ/mol (18 kcal/mol.)

Enhancement of desorption of H20 by H2 in the sweep gas was confirmed. The enhancement

results not from modifying the activation energies and pre-exponential terms for the various

sites but from changes in the populations of sites participating in the desorption process so

that sites with lower activation energies are increasingly involved. For those runs with He

as the sweep gas_ desorption of H2 could be observed. The subpeaks involved had activation

energies within approximately 4 kJ/mol (1 kcal/mol) higher than the analogous peaks for

H20 desorption.
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1. Introduction

Measurements on the energetic_ and kinetics of desorption of H20(g) and Hz from the

surface of ceramic tritium breeders are needed in the fusion power program to provide data

for predicting and modeling the release of tritium from such breeders. The temperature

programmed desorption (TPD) technique is well suited for such measurements and was used

in earlier work.[1]

TPD experiments were run on LiA102 that had been pretreated at 923 K for periods

of 18 hrs to 12 days in a gas stream containing H2 at concentrations of 990, 495, and 247

vppm. After such an exposure, the system was cooled quickly to 473 K while maintaining

the equilibrating gas composition. Th_ temperature ramp was from 473 K tc 1073 K at a

rate of 5.6 K/min. The sweep gas during the TPD run was either pure helium or the same

He-Hz mixture that was used in the pretreatment. When pure helium was to be the sweep

gas, the gas composition was switched from the He-Hz mixture to pure helium as the ramp

began. Differences in the desorption peaks in the presence or absence of Hz revealed the

effect of H2 on the rates of the desorption processes.

The evolved gas composition was monitored with a mass spectrometer to provide con-

tinuous traces for the gases of interest. At the end of the ramp, there was a 10 rain soaking

period at 1073 K followed by cooldown to 923 K which was the temperature during the

pretreatment for the next run. Other experimental details are in reference 1.

2. Results and discussion

2.1 Desorption of1t20

TPD peaks for the evolution of both Hz and H20 were obtained during the runs of

desorption into pure helium. During runs of desorption into He-H2 mixtures, peaks due

to desorption of Hz would be obscured against the strong background of Hz in the sweep
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gas mixture. Nevertheless, some significant hydrogen effects were observed under these

conditions.

Figures 1 aud 2 allow a comparison of the H20(g) TPD curves from two different runs,

one into pure He sweep gas and one into a He-495 vppm H2 mixture. The pretreatment gas

composition was the same for each case. The y-axis gives the rate of evolution and the areas

under the curves reflect the amounts of evolved material. These figures show that the rates

and amounts of desorption of tt20 in the presence of H2 axe enhanced substantially over the

values for desorption into pure helium.

It was shown earlier that the desorption process may be related to different kinds of

sites on the surface of the LiA102.[2] As before,[1] the desorption peaks were deconvoluted

to derive values for the kinetic parameters of the contributing subpeaks, which axe shown in

Figures 1 and 2. -."

FIGURES 1 AND 2 GO HERE

The method of deconvolution was to synthesize the observed peaks from subpeaks for

a first order desorption process. The functional form representing this is:

where r is the overall rat,E:of desorption of H_O(g) expressed by the measured curves in

tool/rain and is the sum of desorption from the individual types of sites identified by subscript

i, vi is the pre-exponential term for a given type of site in units ofmol H20/min/mol occupied

site i, ai is the amount in tool of H20 adsorbed on a given type of site at a given time, and

Edi is the activation energy of desorption in units of kJ/mol. Lotus 1-2-3 was used for the

deconvolution calculations.

Not all spectra are shown, but results for all runs are shown in Table 1. Consistently,

the curves for desorption into He-H2 mixtures contained two types of peaks labelled B and

C, and the curves for desorption into pure helium contained peaks of types C and I). The

activation energies of the B, Ce and D peaks are close to 96, 117, and 134 kJ/mol. (In
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earlier work dealing with desorption from samples soaked at 673 K, A, B, and C peaks

were identified.[1] The A peaks have a desorption activation energy of 75 kJ/mol.) The

current data suggest that the H2 in the sweep gas causes the OH- population, which is the

precursor of desorbed H20, to shift and to build up in the B and C sites, thereby providing

an activation energy mixture that is lower than that which prevails in the absence of H2

when the higher activation energy combination of C and D sites is involved. It is important

to note that the activation energies for specific types of sites do not change significantly.

TABLE 1 GOES HERE

The pre-exponential terms are not as constant as the activation energies. Standard

deviations of the sets of vi range from 13 to 52_ of the respective mean values. From a

comparison of the pre-exponential terms for the C peaks, one may determine the effect of H2.

Such a comparison shows that the values of (-2.22 =_:1.16)E5 and (8.91 .-4=1.14)E4for pure He

and for mixture, respectively, are barely different at the ltr level. It appears, therefore, that

the effect of H2 is to make a small change in the pre-exponential term for the C sites, which

is in the direction of reducing the overall desorption rate; however, this effect is overcome

by the entry of substantial coverage iv. the lower activation energy B sites when H2 is in the

sweep gas. The data are summarized for comparison in Table 2.

TABLE 2 GOES HERE

2.2 Application

In order to apply these results to design and modeling activities, the following was

done. The areas under the H20 desorption curves, represented by the sums of the B and

C peaks or the C and D peaks, were converted to values of fractional sun'ace coverage, 8,

on the assumption of 1019 sites per m 2 of surface. This $ value is for the total evolvable

H20 under the given conditions, either into the respective He--H2 mixtures or into pure He.

It is distinguished from the 3 value that would include all sites that might be covered but

which did not participate in the desorption processes that were measured. Such sites include

those that would have been activated only at temperatures higher than those in the range
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of the experimental temperature ramp. The H2 adsorption process (leading to surface OH-

groups which combine bimolecularly on reversal to desorption) was regarded as dissociative

chemisorption. Consequently, the OH- and the HsO coverage should vary as the square root

of the Hs partial pressure. This linear relationship for the total evolvable HsO coverage, 8,

is shown in Figure 3.

FIGURE 3 GOES HERE

For example, if one is interested in the rate of desorption of H20 from a breeder at 923

K into a helium stream carrying Hs in the measured range (which is a realistic range for

a reactor), one would be dealing with a value of steady state coverage of desorbable H20

•indicated by Figure 3. To calculate the desorption rate requires knowledge of the values of

aB and ac for equation (1), the rate equation. These may be calculated from:

ai = 1.66x10-3m_r,0i (2)

where the factor 1.66x10 -5 = 1019/6.02x10 s3, m is the mass of the breeder in g, ct, is the

specific surface area in mS/g, and Oi is the fractional surface coverage by evolvable H20 on

sites of type i. The last quantity is derived from the curve in Figure 3 by allocating portions

of the indicated total 0 to the B and C sites. The exact relationship between B and C site

populations still requires study, but for the present purpose it is useful to assume the ratio

of B to C sites as approximately 0.5, since the observed ratios ranged from 0.38 to 0.79.

That is, 1/3 of the O from Figure 6 is assigned to the B peak and 2/3 to the C peak. (For

desorptions into pure helium, the ratio of C to D peaks was in the range from 0.24 to 1.18.)

The desired rate of desorption follows from substitution of these values into equation 1.

2.3 Desorption of H2

Some data for the TPD of H2 into pure helium were deconvoluted and are presented in

Table 3.

TABLE 3 GOES HERE
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It is striking that these kinetic parameters are very similar to those for H20. Because of

the similarity, the subpeaks are labelled C and D to indicate their apparent correspondence

to the ones for H20, though it is not implied at this time that the sites are the same.

2.4 Addi_iona/aspects of ]:12behavior

A number of questions related to the role of H2 in desorption processes require further

study. In the present measurements, it is difficult to tell how much of the protium in the H2

and H_O(g) detected in the gas stream after passing the sample originates from previously

existing surface OH-groups and how much was derived from the input stream. Forthcoming

work with deuterium-loaded samples (but with Li20 as the sample) and H2-containing sweep

gas should cast light on this and also provide a direct isotopic analog for tritium behavior.

Another question is raised by Figure 4 which shows the TPD of H2 and HzO(g) into a

stream containing 247 vppm H2. Neglecting"the first 10 minutes which involves warmup of

the mass spectrometer, it appears that H20 desorption lags behind the onset of H2 uptake.

That is, adsorbed H2 builds up before H20 appears. A possible interpretation is that the

lag involves surface diffusion of the OH- that is formed by adsorption of H2 to sites that are

favorable for subsequent enhancement of the desorption of H20. There is also the question

of the H20 source since H20 peaks are observed repeatedly on the same sample. Possible

sources of these small amounts of desorbed material are the residual quantities of dissolved

hydroxide and the inevitable ingress_ even into a fight system, of traces of H20 that can be

integrated onto the sample between runs.

FIGURE 4 GOES HERE

Discussions with S. W. Tam and J. P. Kopasz and support from C. E. Johnson are

appreciatively acknowledged.
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Figure Captions

Figure 1. TPD of H20 into 495 vppm H2 from LiA102 treated with 495 vppm H2;

deconvolution into B and C subpeaks.

Figure 2. TPD of H20 into pure helium from LiA102 treated as in Figure 1; deconvo-

lution into C and D subpeaks.

Figure 3. Fractional surface coverage by H20 desorbed in the 473 to 1073 K TPD ramp;

desorption into H2 mixture or into pure helium.

_igure 4. TPD of H20 and H2 into pure helium or into He-247 vppm H2, from LiA102

treated with 247 vppm H2.



Table 1

Kinetic Parameters for First Order Desorption of H20 from B, C, and D Sites on LiA102.
Duration of soak in h; H2 concentration in soak and in sweep gases in vppm.

Soak time Soak gas Sweep gas vB E_B vc EclC VD E_D
20 247 0 - - 1.90E5 28.2 3.51E5 32.2
170 495 0 - - 1.25E5 28.0 9.91E5 32.0
20 990 0 - - 3.51E5 28.0 7.51E5 32.0

20 247 247 2.22E4 23.0 8.82E4 28.0 - -
20 495 495 1.07PA 22.0 7.62E4 28.0 - -
20 495 495 1.62E4 23.0 8.78E4 28.0 - -
290 990 990 2.75E4 22.8 1.04E5 28.0 - -

Table 2

Averaged Kinetic Parameters for B, C, and D Peaks
for H20 Desorption from Li.A.102into H2 Mixtures and into He

vB EdB vc Edc vD EaD
lie - - 2.22E5 28.1 6.9E5 32.1
Mixture 1.91E4 22.7 8.91E4 28.0 -

Table 3

Kinetic Parameter_ for First Order Desorption of H2 into He from C and D Sites on LiA102.
Duration of soak in h and H2 concentration in soak gas in vppm.

Soak time Soak gas vC Eac VD EdD
20 247 1.61E5 28.2 6.35E4 33.5

170 495 1.30E5 28.5 5.00E5 32.5
20 990 4.68E5 28.5 8.91E5 33.0

Average 2.5E5 28.4 4.8E5 33.0
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